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Presentator's Context: Humanities Computing, DLs & OA
Not a Wittgenstein scholar, not even a philosopher strictly speaking
Background in literary scholarship (work on Joyce, Kafka, Arno 
Schmidt, Greek Mythology) and librarianship
Hamburg University / Computing Center + HDH
Open Access (GAP, DINI)
COST A32 „Scholarly Communities on the Web“, representing 
Germany in Management Board and leading Technical WG
International advisor to “Our Cultural Commonwealth” (American 
Council of Learned Societies Report on Cyberinfrastructure for the 
Humanities and Social Sciences)
Closely following RTP Doc (French work on document models)
Building the European Digital Library / EDLnet: leading WP2 
(Interoperability) together with Makx Dekkers (DCMI)
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Overview
Two cultures: E-Science vs. E-Scholarship
Scholarly/scientific information continuum leaving 'emulation mode'
What specific consequences does this create for digital scholar 
publication and open document models and standards?
What is e-scholarship and how does it specifically relate to its object 
corpora / sources?
What consequences result from this specific difference regarding 
'open source' approaches?
Some concluding words, including aspects of quality and reputation 
in open humanities
Caveat: lots of implicit information some o which may not be 
widespread in the community present in Kirchberg – however, trying 
to properly define controversial terms such as Open Source or Open 
Access would take hours!
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The two scientific cultures:
hermeneutical vs. empirical heuristics
'Hard' Sciences - Empirical focus: finding routes towards a known 
target / intelligent retrieval strategies – “Explain”!
Humanities - Hermeneutical focus: strive for 'knowledge' / finding 
'reasons‘ – “Understand”!
„Human interpretation is the heart of the humanities ... devising 
computer-assisted ways for humans to interpret more effectively 
vast arrays of the human enterprise is the major challenge.“ 
(Michael Jensen in a hearing of the ACLS Commission on 
Cyberinfrastructure for the Humanities and Social Sciences)
The division used here is simplistic and inappropriate in many 
respects – it can be useful, however, to understand some of the 
specific aspects of Open Access in the context of e-scholarship.
Starting from W. McCarty: „Academic publishing is one part of a system 
of highly interdependent components. Change one component [...] and 
system-wide effects follow. Hence if we want to be practical we have to 
consider how to deal with the whole system.“
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Linear Information Continuum
using traditional cultural techniques
author
= write
review
= read+
write
publish
= print
quote
= write
annotate
= write
organise (library)
= write (create meta-
data, describe, classify)apprehend
= read
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Linear Information Continuum
emulating traditional cultural techniques
author = 'write'
(Office/LaTeX)
review
= read+
'write'
(Office/LaTeX)
publish
= 'print'
(PDF)
quote
= 'write'
(Office/LaTeX)
apprehend
= read
annotate
= 'write'
(Office/LaTeX)
organise (library)
= automated library functions
   metadata creation / 'write'
PDF 
or other
print-analogue 
format
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Linear Information Continuum
... going digital
author = generate
XML/XSLT
review
= e-annotation 
(in public?)
publish
= stabilise,
version, 
apply identifier
quote (?)
= identify,
'point to', 
reference
microstructures
apprehend
= 'read'???
annotate
= e-annotate 
Inline? Linked with 
original 
'document'?
How??
organise
= Digital Libraries?
XML+
XSLT
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Doc
Scientific Information Continuum
Triple Paradigm Shift
annotate
organiseapprehend
reference
author
publish
review
Erosion of the linear / circular function paradigm
De-Construction of the 'document' notion in a digital, networked context 
Functionality is not any more entirely determined by traditional cultural 
techniques and related metaphors – and cannot not yet be determined by 
digital and still emerging technology
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Consequences of the triple paradigm shift
for the humanities
The Erosion of the linear / circular function paradigm only 
marginally affects the humanitues because of their 'monolithic' 
publication culture.
Journal publications as well as the related workflows and peer 
reviewing scenarios still play a less prominent role in our context.
Most authors in the humanities still basically work in isolated, 
autonomous settings, group authoring scenarios still tend to be 
exceptional.
The decrease of functional determination by traditional cultural 
techniques does affect the humanities in many respects - none of 
these, however, being specific for the humanities.
The De-Construction of the 'document' notion in digital, networked 
settings vitally affects the humanities in that it fundamentally 
changes the conditions of production and use of 'documents' and 
namely
Conditions of apprehension and reuse
Fundamental signification modes of 'documents' seen as complex 
signs/sign clusters
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E-Science vs. E-Scholarship: 
different relations of research and 'documents'
Signification and document modelling in OA related discussion up to now 
have basically been coined on the information model prevailing in the 
empirical sciences:
Research => 'Results' => 'Packaging' => Publication
Robust and not very complex 'container' modell
Electronic Science ≈ Electrified Science (e-science)
Information modelling in the humanities and social sciences takes place 
in a substantially different information model:
(Research <=> discoursive 'packaging') => Publication
Resulting in complex document models heavily intertwined with core 
research operations
Complex signifier<->significate relations as constituents.
'container' models are over-reductionist and inappropriate
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“The Pandora Box of Semiotics” 
Differing modes of signification
ThingsWords
Discourse dominant OA end electronic publishing communities (mostly 
emanating from computer science) uses terms such as  'document', 'sign' or 
'name' quite naively and without referring to their inherent semiological 
complexity.
This results in a (technically) high level nominalist regression: the 'Pointer -> 
Object'-Model
As opposed to “the pandora box of semiotics” (de Saussure, Hjelmslev, Eco et 
al.)
Töne (Akustik, 
Phonetik) 'Dinge'
Substanz
Form
Produzierte Einheiten
(Einzelzeichen)
Syntactic system
(Zeichentypen)
Semantic system
(Zeichentypen)
Interpretierte Einheiten
(Einzelzeichen)
SignifiéSignifiant
Substanz
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“The Pandora Box of Semiotics”
Towared a semiological de-construction of 'document'
(electronic) text is not just a transcription of speech acts (parole)!
'text' basically remains a blank spot in linguistics and still subject to
fundamental research as a complex, semiological digital object.
Signifiant
(XML+schema)
Signifié
(OWL???)
Bits & bytes 'Content'
Doc
=> We need a model to describe documents as complex significant
entities within a given pragmatic-intentional context (scholarship) ...
=> ... and thus first of all a fundamental consensus regarding the
very notion of a 'document' in digital, networked settings
=> RTP-Doc (form, sign, medium) ...
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Model case: quotations / references
Is identification of networked electronic documents using constructs such as 
DOI/URN sufficient? How to 'point' to microstructures?
Do object models such as MPEG or TEI provide adequate conceptual 
frameworks?
Replication (quotation) vs. Reference (pointer)
Data MM
ODF/DocBook/TEI
„Author: Title. 
p. 231“
Text
WWW „http://www.xyz.de/object#text.
chapter.paragraph.word.xml“
„http://www.xyz.de/object#MM.
image.<???>.xml“
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Open and standardised document models
Digital paradigm shift in the humanities vitally depends on open 
and non-proprietary techniques for document modelling and 
authoring
This is even more evident if one considers not just isolated 
documents, but webs of interrelated documents pointing and 
referring to each other.
This evidence is particularly striking if one considers the need to 
maintain coherent webs of documents over time for decades or 
even centuries
Introducing document protection technology such as for DRM in 
such settings would create ridiculous and nightmarish functional 
scenarios!
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Processing of source data in the Humanities: 
modeling and aggregation
Referential structures 
(grammar type)
Referential data 
(lexicon type)
Digital 
corpora / sources
aggregation tools (converter type)
Newly aggregated primary data 
(e-Editions etc.)
Scholarly publication
Tools for communication & coordination (groupware, collaboratories)
Corpus based modeling
Transformation & statistics, automated
Unambiguous
- tools for statistical analysis
- transforming tools (e. g. automated 
translation)
- Parser
Formal declarative, interactive
Tolerating ambiguity
- tools for semantic analysis
- syntax for meta-languages (e. g. XML)
- meta-languages (e. g. TEI)
InterpretationDigital heuristics: modeling and visualisation tools for generating hypotheses
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Modellierung von wissenschaftlichen Prozessen 
(Explikation, Theoriebildung etc.)
Objektdaten / Corpora
'Texte'
Historisch
Referentiel
l
Literarisch
Autopoietisc
h
Digital heuristics – 
applicative aspect:
Tools, ressources, standards
Digital heuristics –
theoretical aspect:
Methodology und concepts
Modeling of cholarly proc sses 
(Explicat on, constitution of 'theory' etc.)
Object data / Corpora / Sources
'Text'
cal
a
Literary
Autopoietical
Abstraction Model: 
Components and Processes 
of hermeneutical 
data (re-)presentation
Corpus oriented modelling
 Referential and 
temporal structures
 Communication 
structures and -layers
 Genetic and 
receptive processes
Results in Results inResults in
Constituent Layers of 'Hermeneutical Modeling' 
and the place of 'digital heuristics'
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An example of (proto)-DH and 
'Hermeneutical Modeling' environment
EU-NSF-Projekt Cultural Heritage Languages Technology (CHLT)*
*Thanks to Bruce Fraser (Cambridge) and other participants in CHLT!
Greek Lexicon Project (Cambridge): TGL => LSJ => TLG => GLP
XML online-slips + XSLT
Supports annotation
Can be organised in multiple dimensions
Building block of a distributed, networked 'Collaboratory' (together with 
Perseus DL and others) for cultural heritage research work based on 
advanced technology
Combined with tools for lexical clustering and visualisation of lexical 
distribution this is evolving into a fertile environment for generating text-
related hypotheses.
Illustrates well the methodological advantages of a clearly delimited and 
highly 'pre-aggregated' corpus.
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Lexicon Code Fragment
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<?xml-stylesheet href="../../../Lexicon/Dtd/lexicon.css" type="text/css"?>
<!DOCTYPE lexicon SYSTEM "file:///../../../../Lexicon/Dtd/lexicon.dtd">
<lexicon> 
  <header> 
 <file> <title>Greek Lexicon Sample Page 1</title><editor>AAT</editor><date>7/4/04</date></file> 
  </header>
<text> 
 <body> 
<ANE><HG><HL> <hyph/> </HL><VL><Lbl>also</Lbl><FmHL> </FmHL><Au>Anth.</Au>λαγω βόλον λαγωοβόλον
</VL><Infl> </Infl><PS>n</PS><Ety><Ref> </Ref>,ου λαγώς
<Ref> </Ref></Ety></HG> βόλος
  <S1><Qualif>orig.</Qualif><Def>stick for throwing at hares<Expl>in
hunting; or simply as a mark of the
countryman</Expl></Def><S2><Tr>throwing-stick, stick</Tr><Au>Theoc.
  Anth.</Au></S2> 
  </S1></ANE> 
<ANE><HG><HL> </HL><Infl> </Infl><PS>n</PS></HG> λαγῴδιον ου
  <S1><Def>young hare</Def><Tr>leveret</Tr><Au>Ar.</Au> 
  </S1> 
</ANE> 
<ANE><HG><HL> </HL><Infl> </Infl><PS>f</PS><Ety>reltd.λαγών όνος
<Ref> </Ref></Ety></HG> λαγαρός
  <S1><Tr> flank, side, waist<Expl>of a person or animal, ref. to the
area betw. the ribs and the hip, or more generally, in sg. or pl., to the
middle of the body</Expl></Tr><Au>E. <NBPlus/></Au><S2><Tr>side <Expl>of a
  mountain, a river</Expl></Tr><Au>Call. Anth.</Au></S2> 
  </S1> 
  <S1><Tr>recess, hollow<Expl>of a container, such as a cup, a
quiver</Expl></Tr><Au>Eub. Anth.</Au><S2><Indic>under an overhanging
  rock</Indic><Au>Plu.</Au></S2> 
  </S1><Ann><Para>how to translate Call.5.88 breasts and hips of Athena?
 or lagones more generally for the body, or the middle area of the body; perh.
 waist here. Sense 'womb', see Rev.Suppl., prob. doesn't exist. </Para><Para>at
 [...]
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Lexicon Code Lemmatized
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Lexicon Page Display
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Annotation Support
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Lexicon <=> Corpus Visualisation I
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Lexicon <=> Corpus Visualisation II
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Lexicon <=> Corpus Visualisation III
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Conclusions I: the specific requirements of eScholarship 
w. r. t. Open Source and Open Access
For innovative processing of digital sources to work at all a very specific 
understanding of the term 'open source' needs to be consequently and 
systematically applied: free availability of all source material! 
Hence the primary characteristic of cyberinfrastructure as seen by the 
ACLS: “It will be accessible as a public good”
The heuristics used for novel corpus modelling as well as their technical 
implementations and foundations need to be open source in the more 
traditional sense of the term as well as based on open standards to enable 
future digital hermeneutical heuristics 
Hence ACLS recommendation 7: “Develop and maintain open 
standards and robust tools”
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Conclusions II: eScholarship in the broader context
of Open Source and Open Access communities
The mainstream of the e-science OA discussion almost completely 
bypasses e-scholarship in that questions of publication economy and 
access to journal articles are of minor relevance in our sector
Instead, the need for OS and OA in e-scholarship stems from the needs of 
the rapidly evolving working paradigm of digital scholarship: OS and OA are 
key enablers for this new paradigm! 
Hence recommendation 2 of the ACLS report: “Develop public and 
institutional policies that foster openness and access.”
OA discussions in e-scholarship and e-science share concerns with key 
issues such as quality assurance and reputation building – but going into 
these would definitely be beyond the time scope of this paper.
Thank you for your patience and attention
